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Chaupal - Eco House, New Delhi, India

This 12,000 ft2 home for an extended family sits on a 4.8 
hectare site located in the historically rich zone of Mehr-
auli, New Delhi. The site surroundings conceal myriad 
strata of physical, historical, social, and ecological contexts 
that are waiting to be unearthed. The sustainable nature 
of the project is driven by the distinctive vision of the pa-
triarch of the family who has relentlessly put together a 
comprehensive team of architects, engineers, artisans, 
and fabricators that shares his vision.

The home is designed around a central courtyard which 
is fl anked by bedrooms on its south and west sides. The 
north and east sides house the living/dining and kitchen 
areas, the less private spaces. The courtyard defi nes the 
end of all boundaries between the public and private, bet-
ween the upper and lower fl oors, and between the out-
side and inside. The site also houses quarters for domestic 
helpers. The building is shaped by utilizing environment 
as a mould. Adding an atrium in the belly of the building 
makes the inner space fl uid and also make the interior 
space one with outer space eliminating the divide that is 
otherwise too a characteristic of built forms.

The home and its surroundings incorporate sustainable 
features and practices at many levels. All micro-level fea-
tures were quantitatively analyzed in terms of Life Cycle 
Costs and optimized using energy and lighting simulati-
on tools to validate their feasibility and applicability. All 
macro-level features were assessed qualitatively for their 
social and ecological impacts.  Some of the innovative fea-
tures integrated in the project, contributing to the sustai-
nability, are given below:

1.  Optimum Building orientation and shading 
2. Day lighting integrated with artifi cial lighting
3.  Naturally ventilated spaces
4.  Cavity mass walls with insulation
5.  Double glazed, low-e, energy effi cient windows
6.  Fly ash compressed brick masonry
7.  Earth Berming of exterior walls
8.  High effi ciency ground source heat pump 
 HVAC system 
9.  Earth air tunnel for pre-cooling outside air
10.  CO2 Sensors based ventilation system
11.  Integrated building management system
12.  Evacuated tube solar hot water system
13.  Recycled/salvaged wood used for all
 interior/exterior woodwork
14.  Photo-switch control for garden and exterior lights
15.  Minimizing impervious surfaces in landscape
16.  Xeriscape with native plant species
17.  Sub-surface drip irrigation
18.  Rain water harvesting and ground water recharge
19.  Grey water recycling for fl ushing
20.  Organic plant based sewage treatment through 
 a root zone system
21.  Plant based biological treatment system 
 for the swimming pool
22.  Composting/vermiculture of organic waste
23.  Solar garden and emergency lights
24.  Community  orchards

This project will serve as a regional showcase, setting a new 
trend for sustainable construction. The project incorpora-
tes innovative ecological features having a tremendous 
demonstration value; a proof of concept which integrates 
these features both overtly and covertly into an architec-
tural vocabulary. It has a potential to effect a change in the 
housing as well as commercial construction.

The project houses sizeable living quarters for domestic 
helpers, cooks, drivers, and gardeners and their families. 
Use of wall and roof insulation, ground source and earth 
air tunnels, root zone systems, solar hot water systems 
are shared between the owners and the employees in an 
equitable way. Keeping the gender issues in mind, single 
women employees have separate living quarters within 
the main house.
The landscape features an extensive nursery and fruit 
orchards which will be accessible to the community for 
fruit picking, and to school children for educational pur-
poses. 
Special care has been taken to set standards for worker 
housing, health, and safety during construction. The buil-
ding and the site are also intended to be open for cultural 
events and social gatherings.

Decisions about building materials, mechanical systems, 
water treatment systems, and other environmental fea-
tures were based on the long term impact of the building 
on the environment. The design team set the objective of 
having a net positive ecological impact of the construc-
tion, over the life of the building. The effi cient envelope 
and lighting, for example, resulted in a cooling capacity 
reduction by 75%. The dependence on the grid is reduced 
by over 60% compared to a similar building.
Water usage, both for domestic as well as landscape use,  is 
reduced signifi cantly through low fl ow fi xtures, dual fl ush 
toilets, recycling of grey water, sub surface drip irrigation 
system. 100% of storm and rain water is either stored on 
site for irrigation or sent to recharge wells on site. 

Many design solutions that have emerged, have scaleba-
le business models. A fl y ash block production system is 
being setup for the project, which will be partially fi nanced 
through this project, and the contractor will take over the 
machines for future projects. The technical capacity and 
skills in sustainable construction developed during the 
project will infl uence other projects in the region.

The building is an outgrowth of space it occupies not an 
imposition on it. A crater like space has been excavated 
and fi lled with the building in a way that it becomes a 
part of the land.Surrounding land, raised to the height 
of fi rst fl oor or more, creates a feeling of being an exca-
vation; sybolizing  the architectural thought that art, like 
archaeology, conjures up memories of a forgotten past.

Fluid spaces arranged around a court, choupal the meeting place in a village, for functionality, and adapting to the climatic response

Detailed analysis and simulations were conducted for energy, daylight, HVAC, and natural ventilation system optimization.

The site as an urban oasis Structure rising from the site

Architecture like archeology Flyash insulated cavity walls

Earth tunnel: air precooling Geo source heat pump HVAC sys

Sewage disposal: root zone sys Plant based pool water fi lter

This project offers an exploratory case study in the use of known environmental technologies. Not only showcasing the 
advantages of sustainable construction, the work is also signifi cant for its demonstrative value of the insight to be gleaned 
from traditional design knowledge. This factor is relevant in that it minimizes disputes as to the viability of design proposals 
such as this. The work evidences an ethically discerning position toward the interdependencies of social and material 
environments, while simultaneously expressing a concern for the ecological footprint of man-made constructions. A high 
degree of technical competence is displayed in the amount of considerations given to issues like water retention and recycling, 
site irrigation, low-energy fi xtures, wall and roof construction, as well as solar energy generation. Such considerations not 
only benefi t the spatial and experiential qualities of the house, but just as importantly reduce costs for construction and 
maintenance. While serving to embody the heritage of an indigenous building tradition, the project is nevertheless up-to- 
date in its physical expression, offering a timely and stimulating debate on sustainable architecture.
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